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Abstract . ' .

~nis paper deseribes a theoretical study of some of the range dependent
factors which influence the accuracy of acoustic fish stock assessm~t. Two
principal sources of error are considered, the efiect of hydrographie
conditians on the required time varied gain function, a.'1d the apparent
change in transdueer beam pattern due to' movemeht of the transaucer through
the water. Both of these factora produce errors which increase markedly
with depth, and the errors caused by typi~~ conditions are described in
detail. . "

, , ,
Ce document decrit une etude theorique des quelques facteurs dependant

de gamme qui agissent sur 10. precision d'evaluation acoustique du stock de
poisson." On considere deux' 50Urces principales d'erreur, l'effet des
conditiona hydrographi~ues'surle fonction d'accroiasement exig~ avec
variation du temps, et le changement evident d.u des.sin du faisceau du
'transduceur' cause par le mouvement du transduceur au tra'Vers l' eau. Tous
les deux f'acteurs provoquent erreUrs qui augmentent d'une" falon marquee
en relation de profondeur, et on decrit de point en point les crreurs
causes',par conditions typiques. .

~ Introduction

The use of acoustic methods for fish stock assessment has been increasing
steadily over the past years. One of the problems has been the compensation
that is required to correct for spreading and attenuation losses at different
ranges.

With increasingly sophisticated digital electronics becoming available at
steadily decreasing prices, it is now'possible to develop relatively accurate
dedicatcd r~ce compensation equipment. ,In order to examine the requirements
of Buch equipment two djfferent sources of range dependent variations were
investigated. The first is the effect of hydrographie conditions on ~th

the speed of sound and the attenuation coefficient due to absorption. The
second is the effect of the motion of the transducer. Although this ib a
time dependent factor rather than ran~e dependent, it is uaeful to thuu< of
pitch and roll effects in this way.

1. Variation of temperature and salinity

Both the speed of sound and attenuation due to absorption 'vary wi th
salinity, temperature and depth of sea ,vater. In order to determine the
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effect of these varia'ti.ons data. were selected from several' typical h;ydro
graphie stations, carried out between the Butt o~ Lewis and Faroe Bank for
the four months March, May, Au~st and November. The locations of stations
are' shown in 'i'a,ble 1,! For each station salinity and temperature had been
recorded at.O, '10, 20, )0, 50, 100;·150, 200, 300, 400, .500, 600 metres
as the depth permitted~ Fbr·each depth at each station the attenuation
coefficient;and the speed of sound were calculated using the followins
formulae:-

For the speed of sound (C):- (Ref 2)

C = 144902 + 40623 T - 0.0546 T
2

+ 1.391 (S-35) + 00017 R

. and for the attenuation coefficient (a):- (Ref 3)

a =[000186 S fI~,2 + 0.0268 f~I (1-6.33 x 10-5R)

f2 + f2 f J
t I

where f ~ 2019 x.10(6-1 0520/(T + 273))

andC = speed of sound Cm/s)
T = temperature (degrees celsius)
S = salinity (%0)
R = depth (m)
f = frequency (38 kHz)
a = attenuation coefficient (dB/m)

The attenuation coefficient and speed of sound were eompared for same
Inonths in different yearso +he differenees between these were fOUl1d to be
negligible and so all,data from different years were combinedo The results
of this are shqwn in .Figures 1 and 20 The vertieal seales of these graphs
are from 0 to 600 metr,es depth while the horizontal scales. are offset to shO\oJ
speed between 1450 and 1510 rn/sec and atte~uation coefficient between 7 and
14 dB/lmlo The ccntinuous line shows the mean values and the bars show the
range of values at each deptho The different months are shown together for
comparisono

The iEariations of speed of sound are quite smallo The mean value varies
by less than 1%, and the range of values is less than ~205% dO\11Il to a depth
of 600m or ~105% do~m to 500 m depth.

The variation in attenuation is much more substantial. The mean varies
by 15%, the range cf values is greater than ~30%.

Tb consider the effeets of these variations some assumptions have to be
made. In fisheries acoustics two main cornpensation characteristics are used
in practiceo

(1) 20 log R + 2 a R

to give an output proportional to fish density for integration, and

(2) 40 log R + 2 a R

to give an output proportional to fish target strength for individually
insonified targets.
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In ooth cases the effect of variations in a, the attenuation eoefficient,
will be the same. Figura 3 shows the attenuation factor for'the rne~n and for• • .' ._. l.

both upper and lower limits cf the-data for each month.
"

antilog [2!. °i Ri;<'oJ
where a. is the attenuation coefficient at d'epth i (dB/m) "
arid R. ts the range over which that coeffi9ient is applie~ (m)
l' .' _. . .. '

The attenuation factor ~s

•

From the diagrams it is possible to see that the differences~are
insignificant before 100 metres depth. However by 600 metres depth a
substantial range of values (Qetween 15 and 22) are po~sible, ~lthough 'the
range of monthly rnean values is substantially less than this only being
about 6%. '

,
The variation of speed of sound eff~cts both the attenuation term and

the spread 100505 term. Tb examine the overall effect it is neeessary to look
at the effects of both these tOßether~ In'Figüres' 1 and 2 the speed end
attenuation coefficient are sho\~. As the speed of so~d increases the
attenuation decreases. ~is can be seen mo~t clearly for the mo~th ef'August.

In fisheries, compensation for these losse's is applie~" in tim~ \'/ith a
Time Varied Gain' function. So if the speed of sound increases above the
'expected' value than 'the' returned echoes' come tram further away' than is
expected and althouC;h the losses increase \.Jith the "increased range, the
attenuation coefficient will have decreased rold this will cornpensate to
some extent.

•
For the purpos'es of this a.l1alysis only the 100505 funetion used for

fish density estimates will be summarised. This Time Varied Gain function
is expressed as 20 log R + 2 aRG It is however applied in ,time and aSSUMes
a fixed known sFeed of sound (usually 1 500 rn/s). To con?ider the effects
of varying speed of sound, and attenuation qoefficient the losses to each
depth {R) were determined, from each set of data, for each hydrogTaphic
station. The time (t) at which the 100505 occurred was then calculated and
the difference behveen the loss calculated and~the loss predicted.,by a
20 log (ct/2) + 2 a (ct/2) function was determined.

At depth R

Calculated Loss = 20 10g'R + 2
R
E a. R.

~, ~
o

Predic~ed Loss = 20 log

Time t
R

= E R. I
o - Jj C .•

J
R

C E
o

+ 2 aC
R
E
o

Error' =
20 log R + 2

R
E a. R

1 i
'0

2 a C
R
E
o
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where R is depth (m)
a. is attenuation'coefficient at depth i. (da/m)
R~ is depth over which this is applied (m)
C. is speed of sound at depth j (m/s)
R~ is depth over which this ·is applied (m)

and C and a are assumed constant values of speed of sound and attenuation
respectively.

Figure 4 shows the mean, standard deviation and range of this error for
three different values of C and a combining all data from all seasons. The
horizontal scale is in dB from -1.2 to +1.2 dB. The mean error is shown
as a continuous line. The mean plus and minus one standard deviation, and
both the upper and lower limits of the data are sho\ffi as small vertical .
ticks. The data limits ?ire cOIL."lec·ted by a horizontalline. It can be se~n
from these graphs that by'choosing fixed values of C and a it is possible
to get very low mean error. The first of the graphs, in Figure 4 shows the
error for the standard values C = 1 500 m/s and a = 0.01 ern/rn. The second
graph shows minimum mean error from 0 to 600 m by using values of C = 1 490
and a =0.0102 dB/m. In this case the mean error'is less than 0.02 dB at
any depth. ~le third graph shows a mean error of zero betw~en depths of
100 and 500 m using values of C = 1 485 and a = 0.01027. However in this
case the mean error i p 0.05 dB at 20 and 600 m. TPis indi~tes that it is
unnecessary to vary a or C with depth in order to get aeceptable rnean error.
However this assumes that it is the mean of all values that is required.
If the fish popula~ions are distributed independently of hydrographie'
conditions then this ~rould be the ease. But it is quite likely that this
is not so. If some relationship does exist between, say v~ter temperature
CL~d the fish distribution, it would be possible for an error of 0.5 dB
(12%) to oecur.

In order to check if seasonal variations are important the error has
been plotted again for each of the four months separately. Values of 1 490 m/s
and .0102 ern/rn were chosen for C and a respectively. Frorn Figure. 5 it can
be seen that some bias is introduced, this is always less than .15 dB (3.5%).
The error has been redrawn again in Fi~~e 6 to show the different values of
speed of sound and attenuation coefficient required to obtain minlllum mean
error.

2. Effects of movement of the transducer

To examine the effects of pitch and roll of a transducer it was necessary
to develop Wl expression for the bearn pattern. The transducer used by the
Marine Laboratory in Aberdeen is a Simrad 38 yJ{z transducer which is made
from a total of 34 individual elements arranged in 5'rows, 2 of 6 elements,
2 of 7 elements and a central row of 8 elements.

A single row of elenents can be considered as W1 array of point sourceso
This CW1 then be used to produce a description of the point source arr~y for
all five rcws of elements. The final be~~ pattern is obtained by multiplying
the directivity function OI the point soUFcC array by that oI an individual
element (Ref 4).

Using spherical polar coordinates r, e and ~ as defined ll1 Figure 7a,
the directivity function for a single line array is

DL ( e, ~) = sin (n K (d/Z) cos ~) / n sin (K (d/z) cos ~ )
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where

n = number~of elements
d = diameter of e~ts" (spacing of centras)
K = (2 n/A) sin" 0
A is wavelength

For the 34 element array \iith 2-6 element, 2-7 element, and 1-8 element
rows spaced./3 d/2.

2 sin (7 K(d!2) cos ~.) (K /3 d/2) sin ~)+
Sill

cos(K CV2) cos 4>

+ 2 s.in (6 K (d 2) cos 4» cos (K /3 d sin 41)]sin K 2. cos ljl)

•
The function for one element

. 2 J
1

(K d/2)
DE ( e) = K d!2

where K = (2 n / A) sin 0

J1 is first order Bessel function

·Therefore the function for the \mole transducer i6

Dm = D
E

( e) X DA (" 0, <p)

2 J 1 (n (d/ A) sin 0 )

DT = (d! >J sin e

where A =

A

•
sin (8n(d/A) sin e cos ep ) + 2 sin (7 '!T (d,A ) sin e cos 4> ) cos (n /3 d,A) sin e'sin 9 )

+ 2 sin (6 n (dft ) sin 0 cas $ ) cos (n (2/3 d,A ). sin 0 sinc/l)

echo inte'gratio'n
, -The effect of the beam pattern for is (Ref 5)

n/2 2 n
! ! Drrr/(0

0=0 4>:;:0

2 .
4» D

TR
(0" ~) sine "d6 d<j>

\<{here

DTT( e , 4» Beam pattern function on transmission

D
TR

( G, 9) Beam pattern function on 'reception

under normal circumstances DTTCe ,<j> ) = D C0 ,<j> ) for the same transducer.
But vihen the transducer moves then this will n~ be the case. In: order to
evaluate the eff~cts of movement the above inte17a1 was evaluated \"ith both
DTT C0 , 9) and DTRCe , ~) coincidinc.. Then D TCe • 9) and DTRCe ,~ ) ware
snifted and the 1ntegral revaluated.' Tb do tfl1S in the direc~ion of pitch
anew set of angular definitions were chosen (Figure 7b)" so that
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sin Cl sin.. B
cos Cl
sin Cl cos

= sin 0 ces ~

= sin 0 sin cfl
=: 'COS 0

where ß is the angle of pitch

The integral becomes

1T
f

Cl= 0

1T/2
f dß

where E.is the change in angle between transmission and reception in
the pitch direction. A plot of this as a function of E is given in
Figure 8.

Similarly for the roll direction angular definitions became:- (Figure 7c) .

cos Cl = sin 0cos 9
sin acos ß= cos 0
sin Clsin ß= sin 0sin <p

where Bis now the angle of roll

The integral became

•
1T
f

Cl =0
e /2,Cl ) D 2 ( B- e /2, CI) Si..'1Cl· d Cl

T
dB

A plot of this 'against e is shown in Figure 8.

If thetransducer is pitching or rollil1ß then the angle between
transmission and reception will vary with time. In order to represent
these changes ~ farnily of curves have been dra\ffi in Figures 9 and 10 for
pitch and roll respectively. Although the change is in time the curves have
been drawn aeainst depth assuming a speed of sound of 1 500 mise Normal
rates of pitcn and 'roll bf avesseI are less than 20 per second. However •
in bad weather it is quite possible for pitch rates to be significantly
greater than this. . .

The effect of forward motion of the transducer can also be examined
from this data. This motion is equiva~ent to a constant small pitch change
between transmission and reception of CV radiane where v is the ship's
speed and C the speed of sound. Fbr a vessel trav~lling at 10 knots this
angle is on1y about 0.40

, and it can be seen from Figure 8 that its effect
is neg1igib1e.

The curves shown in Figure 8 are drawn specifical1y for a Simrad 38 kHz
ceramic transducer. If the angular scale is altered in proportion to beam
width however they may be applied as a good approximation for most uni~ormly

excited transducers.

Conclusions . ,

The variations of sound speed with hydrographie conditions is not
important. However in order to compensate Gorrect1y fQr both spread loss
and absorption 10ss it is useful to consider both of these factors together.
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It is possible to introduee small seasonal bias at ranges exeeeding 100m
by seleeting single values ror the attenuation coefficient and the S0U11d
speed. This bias in the mean is not Cl significant souree of error. However
if the distribution of fish stock is correlatcd ~dth the hydrographie
conditions then this must be considered or significant bias may be
introdueed.

The effeet of ship speed on beam pattern is neeligible, so too is
the effect of roll under normal eonditions. However the effect of
pitch may be signifieant, except in calm weather, particularly with
unstabilised hull mounted transdueers. In order to eompensate for
this sensing equipment \'JQuld be required. \'lithout compensation equip
ment, measurements of deep vater stocks should be considered with care
if transducer pitch rates exceed 4°/soc.

•

•
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TABLE 1 POSITION, MONTH AND YEAR FOR EACH STATION

Position Month

March May August November

6054' N 8 16' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1927 1950
60 45' N 8 08' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1950
60 35' N 8 00' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1927 1952 1950
60 23~ 'N 7 49~ 'w 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1952 1950
60 12' ,N 7 40' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1927 1952 1950

59 56' N 7 27' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1952 1950
59 44' N 7 15' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1927 1952 1950
59 31' N 7 05' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1952 1950.17' N 6 53' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1927 1952 1950

59 00' N 6 40' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1952 1950

58 50' N 6 26' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1927 1952 1950

58 40' N 6 10' W 1952 1950 1952 1950 1951 1952 1950

•



Sueed of sound asainst depth for four months showing mean and upper
a;d lower limits of th,e data
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Figure 2 Attenuation coefficient Against depth tor four months showing mean
and upper and low~r limits for the data.
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Figure '+ Error bebieen ~""l.'~~Rt.ptl IUld predicte\l 20 log R + 2ttl R 10s8. #~inchons.
~howing'three different values 01' attenuation coefficient and
sound speed
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5 Error bet~~en calculated and predicted 20 log R + 2~R 10ss function
:or four month~. Using values of:-
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Figure 7

(a) NORMAL ANGULAR DEFINITIONS

z

x

x =sm O' cos <P

y =cos 0
z =sin 0 sin lj>

~ 27rJJB(8,<1') sin8 d8 d<,6

8=0 . cP=O

e (b) ANGULAR DEFINITIONS FOR VARYING ROLL ANGLE

x

x =cos 0.
Y=sin 0. cos ß
z = sin 0. sin ß

7r ~

f JB (a,ß) sma da dß

0.=0 ß=-~ ~
I

(e) ANGULAR DEFINITIONS FOR Vt\RYING PITCH ANGLE

·.e

FOR ROLL

sin 8 (OS cf> = (OS 0.
COS 8 = sm 0. COSß
Sin.8 sincf> = sin 0. sinß

x = sln 0. sinß
y. = sm 0. COSß
z = (OS 0.

.- 7r ~

x JJB (a,ß) sina do. dß

0.=0 ß= -7J7

,,..

. FOR PITCH
sin 0 COS lj> = sm 0. sin ß

cos 8 = sln 0. (OSß

sin 8 sin lj> = cOSo.
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Figu-re 8 Relative sensitivity against change of transducer orientation
between transmit and receive rar both pitch and Roll
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Figu~~ 9 Relative sensitivity against depth far fixed rates ofTransducer
~itch .'
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FigiJre Ib Relative' se~l:\itivi.ty agaiol!'t deXlt.h for fixed w"ter of TC~·t18duc~:t'
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